accolades fall far short of reflecting the deep admiration that so many biologists of his generation expressed for his work as it was unfolding. The Hogness lab was uniquely attractive to students and postdocs because Hogness had developed such a lead in taking the wealth of classical genetics and developmental biology to a new level of molecular understanding. Nowhere else was such a breadth of possibilities available. Members of the lab routinely initiated projects that became the basis for celebrated careers, with 14 of them becoming members of the US National Academy of Sciences as of 2019, and further additions likely. Hogness’s appetite for deep insights and beauty in experimental biology attracted dozens of students whose fondest hope was to fashion something similar for themselves.

In 2001, the completion of the human genome draft sequence was hailed as a milestone in science, one that will in time affect all aspects of health and medicine, particularly through studies of molecular variations that illuminate heritable disease. Along with the intellectual framework provided by Hogness beginning in the late 1960s, his further development and verification of methods for the alignment of physical and functional maps of the euchromatic chromosome through the 1970s and into the early 1980s fixed a path for modern genetics and provided a compass for the exploration of genomes in all branches of life.
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My Word

How does the non-conscious become conscious?

Joseph E. LeDoux

I have been thinking about consciousness for a long time. It all started when I was a graduate student in the 1970s working with Mike Gazzaniga on split-brain patients [1]. We did studies in which we coax the verbally silent right hemisphere to produce behavioral responses (stand up, laugh, and so on), and then asked the more loquacious left hemisphere why he did what he did. The left hemisphere had no idea why the responses occurred, but sure had answers — he stood up because he needed to stretch, and he laughed because we were funny. These fascinating observations set our minds a reeling. Drawing on social psychological principles of the day, such as cognitive dissonance and self-attrition, we came up with an account of why the left hemisphere, without a moment of hesitation, repeatedly confabulated perfectly reasonable stories about why he (the person) did what he did. We concluded that this was not a fluke, some strange consequence of the surgery, but instead a normal feature of the human brain — that our sense of who we are is a story we tell ourselves and others. And our behavior is a key part of that story.

Contemplating brain systems that might be responsible for non-consciously controlled behaviors, emotion systems came to mind. That is why, after completing my PhD, I turned to studies of how brains detect and respond to danger [2], work that I did in rodents. This research has been both successful and gratifying, but throughout I continued to ponder consciousness, and especially how emotions, like fear, might, in humans, result from narrations about non-consciously controlled behaviors such as those I was studying in rats [2,3].

Apropos of this, over the years I kept a watchful eye on the emerging field of cognitive neuroscience, and especially on studies that began to use new methods, such as functional imaging, to shed light on how consciousness arises from brain networks. Most of this work has focused on visual consciousness [4–6]. The good news, I believe, is that the progress achieved can also help us understand emotional consciousness, especially if some adjustments are made. I don’t mean that there’s anything wrong with the science of vision. It is one of the most rigorous and advanced areas of brain research. The problem is instead that most studies of visual consciousness are lacking as a means for understanding the neural basis of complex real-life conscious experiences, including real-life visual experiences, and especially emotional experiences.

Conscious and non-conscious perception

Let us start with a clarification. There are all sorts of ideas about the ‘C’ word that have nothing to do with what I am interested in here. I am not concerned with whether electrons, rocks, or computers are conscious, nor even with whether, and if so how, bees, birds, or cats are conscious. My focus is on how human conscious experience comes about. And one thing we know is that what you are conscious of at any moment emerges from non-conscious processes in your brain. How, then, does the non-conscious become conscious? That is where visual research comes in handy.

A number of studies of visual consciousness have compared brain activity in situations in which people can give a verbatim report of what they are seeing (can report on what they are consciously experiencing), as opposed to when, because of subliminal stimulus presentation, they cannot. In both the conscious and non-conscious conditions, areas of visual cortex are active. But when the participants can report about their experience, areas of prefrontal cortex known to be involved in higher cognitive functions are also active [4–7].

Different theories of consciousness explain these results in different ways [4,5,7]. Early sensory theories propose that visual cortex alone is sufficient for the experience, with prefrontal cortex just providing a kind of cognitive access that allows a verbal report about...
the experience. Cognitive theories, on the other hand, say that visual cortex creates non-conscious representations that have to undergo additional processing via prefrontal cortex for a conscious experience to occur. I believe that the evidence points to the need for the kind of additional processing that cognitive circuits enable. In particular, I favor the higher-order theory of consciousness, which assumes that prefrontal cortex actively re-represents the sensory cortex information and transforms the non-conscious sensory representation into a conscious experience [7–10].

Most research and scientific discussions about visual consciousness focus on the relation between visual cortex and one particular area of prefrontal cortex, the dorsolateral region. But I believe this view is too narrow. It might be sufficient to account for how highly artificial patterns of light forming dots or lines in laboratory studies are perceived, but it is lacking as an account of what goes on in real-life visual experiences. In particular, the role of memory in perception is missing. And once this limit is overcome, the way is paved for extending the model to many other kinds of experiences, including emotional experiences, since these are often triggered by visual or other sensory stimuli.

**Memory and consciousness**

Recognition of the identity of common objects requires more than just information about their visual properties. We don’t innately know what a pencil, tuna salad sandwich, or a bicycle is. We have to learn what these are, and later use the memories we form to recognize them. For example, cherries and red marbles have some similar visual properties (both are reddish, roundish objects, often about the same size), but from experiences with them we come to know that they are distinct — one is a kind of fruit, and can be eaten, while the other is used in certain games, and is not edible. Memory is necessary to turn meaningless sensations into meaningful perceptions.

In light of this, it is notable that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex not only receives visual and other sensory inputs, but also inputs from circuits that form and store long-term memories (Figure 1) [3,11], including both semantic and episodic memories [12–14]. Semantic memory is about facts, such as the features and uses of objects. But as the cherry/marble example shows, object recognition requires knowledge both of what an object is and what it isn’t. In other words, it also utilizes conceptual knowledge, a complex form of semantic memory [15]. For the most part, however, we experience and remember our lives as complex episodes rather than encounters with isolated stimuli. Episodes include facts and concepts, but in the context of personal experiences [12,13,16,17]. They are marked by what happened to you, and where and when it happened [16]. It is you, and only you, who knows what it is like to have the experiences you have.

**The relation of memory circuits to prefrontal cortex**

The circuits underlying each kind of memory have multiple components, some of which directly connect with the dorsolateral region of prefrontal cortex, while others connect with it indirectly by way of other prefrontal areas, including the anterior cingulate, ventromedial, orbital, and other areas. Only some of these regions and the complex relations between them are shown in Figure 1.

Although the dorsolateral region receives much attention in terms of cognitive functions, another prefrontal area that is also important is the frontal pole, the forward-most area of the human brain [3,7,8,18,19]. It is said to engage in the highest levels of abstract conceptualization of any brain area. Not surprisingly, then, it has minimal if any sensory inputs, and instead is mainly connected with other prefrontal areas.
and with memory/conceptual circuits. Part of its allure is that it has unique properties only found in the human brain [18, 19].

Sensory inputs to prefrontal cortex provide information about the physical properties of stimuli in the external world. The memory inputs function as schema that add conceptual and personal meaning. Together, they allow prefrontal cortex to build mental models that simulate what might be present, despite not having all of the visual details that are represented in visual cortex itself [3, 8]. Such schema-based models are used in top-down control over the activities of lower-level sensory, memory, and other processors, not only predicting what a stimulus is, or might be, but also ascertaining how it relates to you, and how you might act, or not act, in its presence.

The inclusion of memory and conceptual understanding in the hierarchical interface between the sensory world and higher cognition provides a richer account of how sensations ultimately impact thoughts and actions. But because cognitive processing can be conscious or non-conscious, this still leaves us with the question of how non-conscious representations come to be consciously experienced.

Working memory and consciousness

The cognitive functions of prefrontal cortex are often discussed in terms of working memory, a mental workspace involved in the control of thought and action [20–22]. This differs from long-term memory in that it only temporarily stores information.

Working memory uses executive control functions, like attention, to select, monitor, temporarily maintain, and integrate diverse kinds of information from specialized processors. The specialized processors, which involve circuits underlying sensory, memory, verbal, and other functions, are mostly located in posterior cortical areas, each of which is reciprocally connected with prefrontal areas [3, 11–14]. Executive functions, on the other hand, are mostly associated with prefrontal cortex itself [21] (but with parietal cortex also contributing).

Working memory is relevant here because the information it represents in-the-moment is generally said to be what we are conscious of [20, 22, 23]. The traditional view of this relationship is that when information enters working memory, we are conscious of it. But more recently it has become apparent that not all information in working memory is consciously experienced. In other words, information can be represented in working memory and used in thought and action at a non-conscious level [23, 24]. Some non-conscious aspects of working memory, like temporary storage of memory, involve various low-level (sensory) and intermediate-level (memory) processors that interact with the prefrontal network [3, 25]. But prefrontal areas have also been implicated in non-conscious working memory [3, 23, 24].

The conscious aspects of working memory are said to depend on what is called the episodic buffer [20], a hypothetical process that integrates information from lower-level processors to produce higher-level representations that give coherence to our conscious experiences. For example, when experiencing a musical performance, the music, musicians, and space are seamlessly integrated into the representations; you may focus on one instrument at times, but that does not completely isolate it from its context. Particularly relevant here is the suggestion that the cognitive functions attributed to the episodic buffer may depend on the prefrontal cortex, and especially the frontal pole [26]. Consistent with this are results implicating the frontal pole in the ability to introspect about one’s self [27]. Prefrontal areas, especially the frontal pole and the dorsolateral area, are well suited to play important, if not crucial, roles in complex conceptions, and perhaps conscious experience itself [3, 7, 8].

Higher-order experience in light of non-conscious working memory

Higher-order theory, as noted, has traditionally assumed that the penultimate non-conscious state that is re-represented by prefrontal cortex is a sensory cortex state, and that the re-representation does something to make this lower-level state conscious [7–10]. But the thrust of the discussion above is that sensory states might not be needed at all. Better understanding of the penultimate non-conscious state (or states) in various kinds of conscious experiences is crucial, as conscious experience is alway preceded by such non-conscious events.

Clearly, challenges abound. I have emphasized certain prefrontal components over others for illustrative purposes, but much remains unknown. The prefrontal network is complex and dynamic. Its representations constantly change from moment to moment as the situation changes. A given conscious experience, depending on what it is an experience of (for example, a meaningless versus a threatening stimulus) likely involves somewhat different lower-order circuits, and perhaps even somewhat different components of the higher-order network. As a result of the redundancy of the inputs and the representations they engender, damage to any one member of the prefrontal team may simply shift the burden to its partners, which may, under some or even many circumstances, be able to carry on. For example, the frontal pole confers conceptual advantages, but except in the most taxing situations, may not be absolutely necessary. And in the absence of the entire prefrontal cortex, posterior conceptual circuits, perhaps with the aid of parietal executive functions, may be able to pull off some degree of higher-level representation sufficient to have some kind of...
conscienc experience, especially of simple perceptual stimuli such as those often used in visual research.

Wrapping up
The model presented is not meant as a grand solution to the problem of consciousness. Instead, it is a suggestion about how the explanatory scope of consciousness research might be enriched by recognizing the complex nature of the connectivity between sensory and memory circuits, and between these and higher cognitive circuits that mostly involve prefrontal cortex. A virtue of the model is that it is potentially applicable to any and all kinds of experiences, whether they involve external stimuli, body states, inner thoughts, or emotions.

All are viewed as being rendered conscious through memory-informed conceptualizations that create non-conscious working memory states, which, in turn, are antecedent to conscious experiences.

I started this piece reminiscing about my graduate studies that implicated silent narrations in consciousness. Like schema, narratives are based on prior knowledge and depend on prefrontal cortex [28]. The framework presented here might therefore even provide a vantage point from which to approach the question of how narrations contribute to our sense of who we are, an issue that has kept me thinking about consciousness for more than four decades.
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Book review
The importance of being in situ
Catherine Hobaiter
Inside Science: Stories from the Field in Human and Animal Science Robert E. Kohler

I am reading this book in the back of a car piled high with field gear on a familiar earth road heading into my forest field site in Uganda. I can smell the rain coming. I’ll read the book on planes, overnight, tucked under a thin airplane blanket, and finally in a new camp, deep in a forest in Côte d’Ivoire, listening to new calls and chirrups as well as a buzz that is both different and deeply familiar. I am a field primatologist, with a distinct bent towards ‘old school’ ethology. I’ve lived in more countries than I can easily remember — everywhere and nowhere is home. I have a weakness for good coffee and bad science-fiction.

None of this information might seem relevant to you in a book review, but I suspect Robert Kohler would disagree. Context — situating information in the world from which it comes — is of utmost importance to him. The context in which I am reading this book influences what I take from it and what I read into it. Kohler’s fundamental premise is that the situated sciences and their methods — Anthropology, ethnology, natural history, participant observation, long-term fieldwork, and so on — have been treated as second-class sciences that, without the objective distance and careful control of laboratory or experimental conditions, do not allow us to access the underlying ‘truth’ of the world around us. As he puts it, many scientists would think that “living in society and observing it scientifically were distinct and mutually exclusive activities”. He is open about his agenda: he is not arguing that ex situ science performed in labs and offices is without value but that both ex situ and in situ scientific approaches are necessary. Furthermore, science in situ is fundamentally undervalued and he will...